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I have been standing on the side of life,
watching it float by. I want to swim in the
river. I want to feel the current.So writes
Mamah Borthwick Cheney in her diary as
she struggles to justify her clandestine love
affair with Frank Lloyd Wright. Four years
earlier, in 1903, Mamah and her husband,
Edwin, had commissioned the renowned
architect to design a new home for them.
During the construction of the house, a
powerful attraction developed between
Mamah and Frank, and in time the lovers,
each married with children, embarked on a
course that would shock Chicago society
and forever change their lives. In this
ambitious debut novel, fact and fiction
blend together brilliantly. While scholars
have largely relegated Mamah to a footnote
in the life of Americas greatest architect,
author Nancy Horan gives full weight to
their dramatic love story and illuminates
Cheneys profound influence on Wright.
Drawing on years of research, Horan
weaves little-known facts into a compelling
narrative, vividly portraying the conflicts
and struggles of a woman forced to choose
between the roles of mother, wife, lover,
and intellectual. Horans Mamah is a
woman seeking to find her own place, her
own creative calling in the world. Mamahs
is an unforgettable journey marked by
choices that reshape her notions of love
and responsibility, leading inexorably
ultimately lead to this novels stunning
conclusion.
Elegantly written and
remarkably rich in detail, Loving Frank is a
fitting tribute to a courageous woman, a
national icon, and their timeless love
story.Advance
praise
for
Loving
Frank:Loving Frank is one of those novels
that takes over your life. Its mesmerizing
and fascinatingfilled with complex
characters,
deep
passions,
tactile
descriptions of astonishing architecture,
and the colorful immediacy of daily life a
hundred years agoall gathered into a story
that unfolds with riveting urgency.Lauren
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Belfer, author of City of LightThis
graceful, assured first novel tells the
remarkable story of the long-lived affair
between Frank Lloyd Wright, a passionate
and impossible figure, and Mamah Cheney,
a married woman whom Wright beguiled
and led beyond the restraint of convention.
It is engrossing, provocative reading.Scott
TurowIt takes great courage to write a
novel about historical people, and in
particular to give voice to someone as
mythic as Frank Lloyd Wright. This
beautifully written novel about Mamah
Cheney and Frank Lloyd Wrights love
affair is vivid and intelligent, unsentimental
and compassionate.Jane HamiltonI admire
this novel, adore this novel, for so many
reasons: The intelligence and lyricism of
the prose. The attention to period detail.
The epic proportions of this most
fascinating love story. Mamah Cheney has
been in my head and heart and soul since
reading this book; I doubt shell ever
leave.Elizabeth BergFrom the Hardcover
edition.
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: Customer Reviews: Loving Frank: A Novel Loving Frank has 76426 ratings and 8760 reviews. Shannon said: I was
very disappointed by this book. In the past two years, Jason and I have toured two : Customer Reviews: Loving Frank:
A Novel Sep 23, 2007 Loving Frank, an enthralling first novel by Nancy Horan, is set at the same time as Doctorows
modern classic the decade before World War : Customer Reviews: Loving Frank: A Novel The story told in Nancy
Horans anticipated debut, Loving Frank, is familiar to many who have heard of Frank Lloyd Wright: He left his wife,
who would not. LOVING FRANK by Nancy Horan Kirkus Reviews Nancy Horan, author of Under The Wide And
Starry Sky and Loving Frank. Loving Frank: A Novel Summary & Study Guide - LOVING FRANK, an enthralling
first novel by Nancy Horan, is set at the same time as Doctorows modern classicthe decade before World War Iand
Loving Frank - Wikipedia Her overly-hyped first novel, Loving Frank, is a flat, dry recitation of the story of architect
Frank Lloyd Wrights seven-year affair with Mamah Borthwick and of their Loving Frank - The Washington Post Sep
17, 2007 In 1972, I attended a conference at Frank Lloyd Wrights famous house, Taliesin, and Ive carried a vision of it
ever since: its startlingly flat Loving Frank by Nancy Horan Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs Our Reading Guide
for Loving Frank by Nancy Horan includes a Book Club Discussion Guide, Book Review, Plot Summary-Synopsis and
Author Bio. Loving Frank by Nancy Horan - Reading Guide Aug 7, 2007 About the Book. Loving Frank. by Nancy
Horan. I have been standing on the side of life, watching it float by. I want to swim in the river. I want to Loving
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Frank: by Nancy Horan: Story Circle Book Reviews Aug 2, 2007 If anything, she has had to tamp down the truth
behind Loving Frank, a novel about the most fearsome chapter in the wildly eventful life of Loving Frank by by Nancy
Horan: Summary and reviews Aug 13, 2008 Our book club met on Sunday to discuss Loving Frank by Nancy Horan,
and we had the great pleasure to have Nancy visit with us by speaker Nancy Horan, author Aug 7, 2007 In 1909,
Frank Lloyd Wright, a married father, ran off to Germany with a Loving Frank is writer and journalist Nancy Horans
first novel. : Customer Reviews: Loving Frank: A Novel FOR BOOK CLUBS Perfect for your Book Club.
Experience the novel that people are talking about and book clubs everywhere are loving. Click here for their Book
Club Wrap-Up: Loving Frank by Nancy Horan Books on the Loving Frank is one of those novels that takes over
your life. Its mesmerizing and fascinatingfilled with complex characters, deep passions, tactile descriptions Loving
Frank by Nancy Horan, Paperback Barnes & Noble Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Loving
Frank: A Novel at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. Loving Frank: Nancy Horan:
9780345495006: : Books May 20, 2010 Journalist Horans debut novel reflects her fascination with the brilliant, erratic
architect Frank Lloyd Wright and his scandalous love affair with a Loving Frank - Penguin Random House : Loving
Frank (9781469234243): Nancy Horan, Joyce Apr 8, 2008 Loving Frank is one of those novels that takes over your
life. Its mesmerizing and fascinatingfilled with complex characters, deep passions, Loving Frank: A Novel - Kindle
edition by Nancy Horan. Literature Loving Frank is one of those novels that takes over your life. Its mesmerizing and
fascinating filled with complex characters, deep passions, tactile descriptions Novel Sheds Light on Frank Lloyd
Wrights Mistress : NPR Loving Frank is one of those novels that takes over your life. Its mesmerizing and
fascinatingfilled with complex characters, deep passions, tactile descriptions Editorial Reviews. Review. Amazon
Significant Seven, August 2007: Its a rare Loving Frank: A Novel - Kindle edition by Nancy Horan. Download
Bookslut Loving Frank by Nancy Horan I found this story thoroughly fascinating. It is not a book about architecture
but about a very famous married architect that had a torrid affair with a married, fairly. Loving Frank by Nancy Horan
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Loving Frank: A Novel at . Read honest and unbiased product
reviews from our users. Nancy Horan - Loving Frank - Book Review BookPage Why do you think the author, Nancy
Horan, gave her novel the title Loving Frank? Does this title work against the feminist message of the novel? Is there a
Loving Frank: A Novel: : Nancy Horan: Books Frank Lloyd Wright and Mamah Cheneys love story is--as many early
reviews of Loving Frank have noted--little-known and often dismissed as scandal. Loving Frank - Nancy Horan Books - Review - The New York Times Summary and reviews of Loving Frank by Nancy Horan, plus links to a book
excerpt from Loving Frank and author biography of Nancy Horan. LOVING FRANK Nancy Horan Two Roads Aug
19, 2007 Good ideas for novels sometimes spring nearly fully formed from life. Such is the case with Nancy Horans
Loving Frank, which details Frank Loving Frank - Reading Guide - Book Club Discussion Questions Loving Frank:
A Novel Summary & Study Guide includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis, quotes, character descriptions,
themes, and more. When Frank Lloyd Wright Scandalized Chicago - The New York Times Loving Frank is an
American novel by Nancy Horan published in 2007. It tells the story of Mamah Borthwick and her illicit love affair with
Frank Lloyd Wright
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